
Meeting held at Rugby Borough Council offices March 10th pm Present Ian Powell, Katherine 

Moreton NBBC Rob Back and Vicki Chapman RBC. 

RBC highlighted their concerns about the Borough Plan and the both the Duty to Cooperate and the 

Soundness of the plan (based on their draft response to the consultation)  

RBC’s comments relate to 3 particular areas. 

1. SHLAA – that this is supported by evidence and has been applied in a consistent way 

between sites as they feel that this is not clear. 

2. Application of Densities and what evidence has been used to reach those densities and 

whether or not there is any scope for increasing them. 

3. Contingency (Buffer) How Nuneaton and Bedworth have evidenced the need for the buffer 

and how it has been calculated. 

RBC shared the opinion that they thought that changes to the supporting text at 5.2 and that out 

starting point should be that as we have limited capacity we should not be adding in a buffer and 

that if we did this this “Buffer “ for which sites are allocated would meet some of the shortfall for 

Coventry . They also stated that they thought that a couple of further sites could have been added 

into Coventry City’s allocations by the Inspector and that together these measures may well fully 

meet the shortfall in Coventry’s need.  

A discussion was held about whether or not this approach would find favour with an Inspector given 

hat at the moment even Coventry’s plan includes a buffer. Discussion also around whether or not 

this was also acceptable as in effect in would bring forward development from later in the plan 

period which would then been addressed at a review of the plan. 

The discussion around densities was as RBC had thought that we had a density of 28dph across all of 

our sites and they pointed out that this was inconsistent with Govt Guidance. NBBC explained that 

the plan had a   range of densities on different type of sites and that the average across the plan far 

exceeded the 28 dph. RBC asked that this could be explained within a Housing Topic Paper (they said 

they had prepared something similar for their plan as an explanation as to why they had done what 

they had done. 

RBC were unclear that our evidence base had been applied consistently across the plan and whether 

or not particularly for the sites in the Green Belt where the Green Belt Review had looked at large 

pieces of land and the SHLAA looked at smaller pieces within that parcel and had attributed the 

whole of the larger parcel score. RBC thought we should look at some of the smaller parcels and see 

if that would make some of them more appropriate for development. RBC were also unclear about 

the extent and use of the Buffer to the A5 from HSG1 and the need for it to be of the size it was. 

RBC raised their view that the believed that we had not meet the Duty to Cooperate because of 

communication and timing issues but because of the points as raised above.  

NBBC set out their plan going forward was still to submit the plan but that discussion would be 

ongoing throughout the whole for the process. 

RBC shared the opinion that the Duty to Cooperate group should have had a contingency plan for 

the eventually that NBBC’s SHLAA could not accommodate Coventry’s needs. 
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